Dear Professor Cohen,

My name is Steph and I am a recruiter at Epic, a healthcare software company based in Madison, Wisconsin. (If you haven't heard of Epic, don't be surprised—Forbes recently referred to us as the "Silent Giant" of the electronic medical records industry.) I am looking to reach out to computer science students for our software development position.

Our small teams of software engineers participate in all aspects of the development process, from meeting customers to system design through quality assurance and delivery. Their goal is to create easy-to-use systems with optimal workflows that manage large amounts of data with sub-second response times and rock-solid stability. Our continued success in these areas is shown by Epic software systems' top-rated industry reviews. New functionality and systems are being developed daily that extend current capabilities and break new ground in the industry.

We have one of the most selective hiring processes in the U.S., so when you work here, you'll get to collaborate with the brightest minds in the healthcare industry and make a difference from day 1. Improve healthcare, get great benefits, and wear jeans to work.

We know that the students graduating from University of Arizona are of a high caliber and that the professors and staff are doing a wonderful job. We would love to see more of your students at Epic. Could you pass this message along to other professors and students within your department, or if you have any fantastic students who would like to work in a fast-paced and growing healthcare technology company whom you could recommend personally, we would really appreciate it. They are welcome to email me their resume directly or check us out at http://careers.epic.com/.

If you have any questions about Epic or our recruiting process, feel free to email me or take a look at our website. Thanks for your help and for being such a devoted educator.

Respectfully,

Steph Pedersen
Epic | Human Resources
608-271-9000 | spederse@epic.com